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The American Clean Power Association (“ACP”)2 welcomes the opportunity to
provide written comments on the topic of the future of wholesale market design in
New England in support of the New England States’ Vision for a Clean, Affordable,
and Reliable 21st Century Regional Electric Grid. While ACP did not directly
participate in the technical forums held on wholesale market design on January 13,
2021 and January 25, 2021, many of ACP’s members did. One of ACP’s key priorities
is to promote market designs across the country that foster competition and enable
the development of clean, affordable and reliable power. To that end, ACP offers
these comments regarding an alternative capacity market framework, entitled
“Capacity as a Commodity” (“CAAC”). ACP believes that stakeholders should be
considering alternative competitive market designs in New England as they discuss
potential reforms to ISO New England Inc.’s (“ISO-NE”) existing Forward Capacity
Market (“FCM”).
The Need For An Alternative Capacity Market Design
It is no secret that the energy industry is rapidly transforming to a much more
decentralized model that relies more directly on renewables (sometimes referred to
as “Variable Energy Resources” or “VERs”) and energy storage technologies. As part
of that transformation, consumers and states are increasingly choosing specific
sources of clean energy, such as offshore wind, solar and energy storage for a host of
reasons, including procuring low-cost and stable power, meeting public policy
environmental and economic goals, and achieving voluntary corporate clean energy
procurement targets. The rapid shift towards VERs has conflicted with recent
efforts by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) to expand market
constructs that mitigate capacity offers from resources eligible for support from
states, which in ISO-NE has led to the Competitive Auction With Sponsored Policy
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Resources (“CASPR”) construct. While CASPR is admittedly less draconian and has
received relatively less pushback compared to PJM Interconnection’s Minimum
Offer Price Rule, ACP believes that for the New England states to meet their goal of
creating a “Clean, Affordable, and Reliable 21st Century Regional Electric Grid,” the
region must implement an alternative to CASPR.
A Proposed Alternative: Capacity As A Commodity
In November 2020, the American Wind Energy Association (which merged into ACP
in January 2021) published a whitepaper outlining the CAAC construct.3 These
comments describe the main features of CAAC, which could potentially replace the
FCM, and summarizes its benefits.
At a high level, today's capacity product is essentially a call option that ISO-NE holds
for a generator's output when needed to satisfy future demand. Capacity is procured
as if it is a fungible, “one-size fits all” product, with no distinction between capacity
from different resource types. While this model makes sense in an environment
where large, centralized generators are the dominant sources of capacity, all
suppliers are not created equal in an environment dominated by VERs. Capacity
markets therefore need a mechanism that quantifies grid services and provides
transparent price signals to resources with the most significant contribution to
reliability.
Similarly, today's capacity markets – including CASPR – do not efficiently reflect
willingness to pay, and preferences for, capacity from different sources. Public
policies like renewable portfolio standards and corporate green energy
procurement goals that are becoming increasingly common across Fortune 500
companies are both forms of consumer choice. Valuing reliability and consumer
choice through market products represents the foundation of a durable capacity
construct for investors, consumers and policymakers alike, which is generally
lacking from today’s capacity markets, including the FCM. CAAC attempts to address
these two, sometimes competing interests through a centralized capacity construct
that combines attributes of conventional commodity exchanges and REC tracking
platforms.
Description of Bilateral Exchange
The first key component of the CAAC construct is a forward bilateral exchange that
would provide transparent market prices (via the direct purchase and sale of
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“Capacity Credits”4) that reflect buyers’ willingness to pay for capacity from
different types of resources. Here, procurement decisions and market prices could
reflect energy policy choices made by states and voluntary clean energy
objectives. Buyers would have the option, but not the obligation, to bid for all or a
portion of their forecasted capacity obligation from any resource. As bilateral
transactions close, the exchange would post index pricing updates that provide a
transparent forward price signal to all market participants.
Like conventional commodity markets, this platform would provide market
participants and other interested parties with essential information like trading
volumes, open positions, and bid/ask spreads. This structure would allow buyers
and sellers to calibrate their strategies during the bilateral window in response to
market signals and changing fundamentals like load forecasts. It also would allow
the market to reflect the impact of evolving state and federal energy policies in realtime. Figure 1 below highlights some of the key components and features of the
bilateral exchange.
Figure 1

The volume of “Capacity Credits” that each resource would be eligible to transact would be based on
the Unforced Capacity value of such resource and would be established by ISO-NE in line with
current market rules. This ensures that the MW amount of Capacity Credits that each resource is
eligible to sell to buyers aligns with that resource’s reliability contribution to the region.
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Participants would also be free to contract for capacity credits outside of the
exchange platform. States would be able to hold Request for Proposal (“RFP”)
auctions for capacity or for bundled products. Load serving entities (or large
consumers) would be free to hold RFP-based auctions for their own capacity needs,
or to sign and negotiate contracts of their choice. Self-supply entities could construct
their own supplies and count the capacity towards their compliance obligations.
These types of contracts could be for any term (short- or long-), as determined by
the buyers and sellers. These arrangements would simply need to be reported to
ISO-NE so that the capacity is properly accounted for.
Residual Reliability Auctions Ensure a Transparent Price For Reliability
CAAC also maintains a crucial role for ISO-NE in administering centralized
“backstop” auctions (the “Residual Reliability Auction” or “RRA”) that ensure local
and regional reliability. The RRA would allow ISO-NE to procure capacity to provide
any missing reliability services after taking into account all bilateral trades of
capacity that have occurred between buyers and sellers during the bilateral window
that precedes the RRA for a given Delivery Year. The RRA would be a single clearing
price auction and would ensure that regional reliability is maintained (as it is today)
and would provide a transparent price signal reflecting the region's reliability needs.
Importantly, the RRAs would ensure that ISO-NE could maintain reliability in
response to both evolving system needs and resource mix, both of which are
expected to be more dynamic in the coming decade(s). Figure 2 below presents a
possible timeline for how the bilateral market windows, (including possible
incremental windows), and final backstop RRA could occur relative to one another
and each Delivery Year.5

While the sample timeline follows the FCM’s current, three-year forward construct, this timeline
could be adjusted to meet stakeholders’ and ISO-NE’s objectives.
5
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Figure 2

By having a transparent price signal reflecting the region’s reliability needs, all
stakeholders, including state policymakers, would be able to value part of the cost of
their state policy preferences or voluntary clean energy procurement goals. This is
because Load Serving Entities (“LSEs”) that need to rely more on the RRAs to meet
their baseline reliability needs established by ISO-NE after taking bilateral
transactions (and state policy preferences) into account will be allocated a greater
share of costs associated with the RRA. In other words, LSEs that procure portfolios
of resources bilaterally with lower overall levels of reliability and must rely upon the
RRA to meet their residual reliability needs, or LSEs that rely entirely upon the RRA
to meet their capacity needs, may bear greater RRA costs compared to LSEs that are
able to meet all of their reliability needs via the bilateral market. Figure 3 below
presents a simple visual representation reflecting this, as LSE Portfolio 3, which has
not met its reliability needs via the procurement of 100% solar resources, would
need to procure additional MWs in the RRA (and bear associated costs) compared to
LSE Portfolio 1 (consisting of wind, solar and storage) and LSE Portfolio 2
(consisting of natural gas and wind).6

While this paragraph describes LSEs only, the same concepts would apply to any consumer of
electricity.
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Figure 3

Market Power and Price Suppression Concerns
Importantly, under CAAC any market power mitigation would be limited to targeting
market power concerns, such as affiliate transaction abuse, vertical or horizontal
market power, and direct out-of-market payments to specific suppliers or at
predetermined prices that are not generally available. The receipt of generally
available out-of-market payments, or clean energy procurement goals for certain
types of resources established by states (such as offshore wind procurement
targets) would not cause the need for any market power mitigation measures.
Further, because the vast majority of transactions in the bilateral market would
result from arm’s-length transactions free of market power concerns, it is highly
likely that the overwhelming majority of transactions in the bilateral market (and
for that matter, offers into the RRA) would not be subject to mitigation.
To the extent that any offers from resources are subject to mitigation, such
resources would still have viable options to earn capacity revenues. The level of
mitigation would be proportional to the potential price impacts caused by such
mitigated resources’ participation in the bilateral market and RRA. In the bilateral
market, a mitigated resource would still be free to transact with willing buyers, but
their mitigated offer floor (i.e. the minimum price that could be offered for such
resource’s Capacity Credits) could be set equal the resource’s avoidable costs or the
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out-of-market subsidy value net of forecasted energy and ancillary revenues.7
Mitigated resources could also participate in the RRA at any price up to Net CONE,
however, any cleared offers from such resources could be paid-as-bid while
unmitigated suppliers would receive single auction clearing price.
Importantly, CAAC can be designed to ensure that mitigated resources would not
have the ability to “suppress” capacity market prices. With respect to the RRA, to
the extent that a mitigated resource lowered its offer into the RRA below a
competitive level, it would only “suppress” the price that it receives if it was set at
paid-as-bid, and therefore, would not impact the overall RRA clearing price that
unmitigated resources receive. Similarly, if a mitigated resource’s price for offered
Capacity Credits in the bilateral market was above what a willing buyer would pay
for such capacity, no buyers would voluntarily transact with such mitigated
resource. However, even if a buyer decided to transact with such mitigated resource
in the bilateral market, such transaction would not impact the price of what other
unmitigated resources would receive for their Capacity Credits in separate bilateral
transactions.
Advantages of CAAC
CAAC provides several distinct advantages compared to the current FCM design and
compared to other potential alternative capacity market designs that are beginning
to be discussed in this proceeding and throughout the country. In addition to the
previously described benefits, additional advantages include:
CAAC is Adaptable: The CAAC construct is highly adaptable and will allow states
freedom to engage in policy preferences that they deem appropriate and bear the
costs of such decisions without passing them on to other states. As noted, if states
wish to procure specific quantities of offshore wind, or if a state wishes to direct
LSEs within its jurisdiction to procure certain amounts of capacity and/or RECs
from clean energy or other resources, such actions would be enabled under this
construct. Hypothetically, affected LSEs within such states would likely seek to
procure capacity from clean energy resources in line with their state policy
objectives in the bilateral market, report such bilateral transactions to the central
bilateral exchange, and lower the amount of capacity that they would need to
procure in the RRA to meet any remaining reliability needs that they are responsible
for. On the other hand, if a state does not seek to direct any LSEs within its
jurisdiction to procure any capacity from clean energy resources, and as a result its
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LSEs simply wish to procure all of their capacity from the RRA, such behavior would
also be supported.
CAAC Promotes Innovation: The CAAC construct will promote innovation because as
the resource mix and state policy preferences change over time, the bilateral
markets can evolve to support innovative transaction structures that exist as a result
of other commodity exchanges. Through a vibrant and transparent bilateral market,
LSEs will be able to develop strategies to meet their capacity procurement needs,
voluntary clean energy goals, and state policy objectives in an efficient and costeffective manner, while sellers will be able to offer varied products to meet their
customers’ needs. Meanwhile, the RRA will ensure that no matter what occurs in the
bilateral market, enough residual capacity will be procured to meet the region’s
reliability needs.
CAAC Empowers Consumers: A key feature that exists in the FCM today is that
“demand” for capacity is administratively set by ISO-NE, and consumers and LSEs
have relatively limited ability to tailor their capacity procurement decisions. As
discussed, CAAC will empower LSEs and all consumers of electricity to have a more
active role in their capacity procurement decisions, thus creating a more efficient,
differentiated and competitive market for capacity attributes.
CAAC Addresses Over-procurement: One of the key challenges facing the FCM (and
other centralized capacity markets) today is the issue of “over-procurement.” Overprocurement of capacity has several causes, but one results from states requiring
LSEs to procure a certain amount of capacity from clean energy resources (for
example, via an RPS), but then the capacity from such resources is not always
counted towards in the region’s capacity market because of rules such as CASPR.
CAAC would resolve this issue because the RRA would only procure residual
capacity needed to maintain the region’s reliability after taking into account capacity
that is procured in the bilateral market, which could include capacity procured by
LSEs to meet their state’s clean energy goals. Further, by sending more efficient and
transparent price signals in both the bilateral market and RRA compared to today,
and with enhanced competition driven by consumer engagement, CAAC would send
clearer price signals for when inefficient and costly resources should retire, thus
also helping to address capacity over-procurement.
CAAC Is Decentralized: A key feature of CAAC is that it allows states the freedom to
legislate and consumers the ability to meet their clean energy goals as they see fit
and keeps ISO-NE’s role limited to ensuring reliability. Other alternative capacity
market designs that are being discussed in this proceeding and elsewhere would
actually give more responsibility and centralized control to ISO-NE. The CAAC
construct will limit ISO-NE’s role to what it is best at – maintaining the reliability of
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the region’s bulk power electric system – while not having it involved in direct pricesetting or procurement associated with states’ and consumers’ clean energy
objectives.
CAAC Does Not Raise Significant Jurisdictional And Legal Concerns: While somewhat
speculative, a preliminary concern identified with alternative capacity market
designs that would have ISO-NE procure both capacity and environmental attributes
together, and have separate but related clearing prices, is that such a construct could
legally inhibit, or even prohibit, states’ abilities to direct their own clean energy
policies. This is because an argument could be made that under such a construct,
states’ clean energy policies would be impermissibly “tethered to” capacity market
prices, which could potentially preempt states’ jurisdiction over their own clean
energy policies.8 Alternatively, and in addition to this concern, if states are involved
in setting the value of a clean energy attribute that would be procured by ISO-NE,
other impacted states could raise Dormant Commerce Clause challenges to such an
arrangement.9 While ACP is by no means taking a position on such issues, and is not
definitively saying that any such challenges would withstand judicial scrutiny,
potential legal and jurisdictional concerns should be considered by all stakeholders
as they consider alternative capacity market designs. Notably, because CAAC would
not have ISO-NE procure both capacity and environmental attributes together, ACP
believes that there would be relatively fewer jurisdictional and legal concerns with
such an approach.
Conclusion
While numerous details related to CAAC would need to be discussed by all
stakeholders before it is conceivably implemented by ISO-NE, the CAAC construct
represents an implementable, straightforward, and durable capacity market design
that can help the New England states meet their objective of a “Clean, Affordable,
and Reliable 21st Century Regional Electric Grid.” ACP appreciates the New England
States’ consideration of these comments and welcomes feedback from all
stakeholders on the CAAC proposal and the design of ISO-NE’s capacity market
generally.

See e.g., Hughes v. Talen Energy Mktg., LLC, 136 S. Ct. 1288, 1298 (2016) (holding that Maryland’s
program at issue was preempted because it “disregards an interstate wholesale rate required by
FERC” and was effectively “tethered” to the wholesale rate subject to FERC’s jurisdiction).
9 The “commerce clause” of the United States Constitution gives Congress the power “to regulate
commerce with foreign nations, and among the several states, and with the Indian tribes.” U.S.
Constitution, Art. 1, Sec. 8, Cl. 3. “The Dormant Commerce Clause” (which is not actually written in
the U.S. Constitution) examines whether a state law discriminates against or excessively burdens
interstate commerce.
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ATTACHMENT A

Capacity as a Commodity
A framework for a new capacity market paradigm that enables customer choice

Written by:
Sari Fink, Senior Director of Electricity & Transmission Policy
American Wind Energy Association
Mike Borgatti, Vice President of RTO Services & Regulatory Affairs
Gabel Associates
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Forward:
AWEA is a supporter of technology neutral competitive market-based approaches and consumer choice.
This concept paper is offered as food for thought to add to the discourse on how to adapt capacity
markets to account for the changing energy mix driven by consumer (either individually or as reflected
in state policies) choice and their increasing desire for clean energy, and is not meant to be taken as a
policy position. The framework presents a potential competitive consumer choice model, but any region
desiring to adopt such a framework would need to work out the implementation details that would
likely be unique to the needs of that particular region.
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Introduction
PJM introduced its current capacity market model, the Reliability Pricing Model (RPM), over 15 years
ago. The original RPM construct was the product of extensive negotiations with stakeholders and
included features such as an exemption in the form of a Fixed Resource Requirement (FRR), an
alternative created specifically to allow a large utility to manage their own internal capacity
requirement. The RPM model has been a source of constant discord which has resulted in continuous
changes being applied to the original construct, creating price volatility and both economic and
regulatory uncertainty. This paper lays out a framework for a new capacity market paradigm that would
facilitate a more stable capacity procurement construct.

From IRPs to RPM
The traditional resource adequacy regime still in practice throughout a large part of the country consists
of utilities conducting Integrated Resource Plans (IRP) that examine their forecasted electricity demand
for the future and planning out the capacity needed to meet that demand. The integrated utility then
builds and/or procures such capacity as needed, sometimes with the concomitant transmission. When
many of the PJM states deregulated and transitioned from this traditional model towards using
wholesale competitive markets to satisfy their energy needs, the integrated planning function was
essentially lost. At the same time, states retain jurisdiction over and responsibility for environmental,
public health and a host of other areas that are connected either directly or indirectly to the state’s
energy resource portfolio.
Though it could be argued that RPM has performed adequately in procuring sufficient capacity in PJM, it
does not function well with respect to planning for states’ desired capacity. PJM states have increasingly
made clear their desires to manage their own resource mix, but the states’ diminished resource planning
function has led to increasing conflict between state mandates for certain types of capacity and the
centralized RPM construct.
Another issue with the RPM is that in the auction, all MWs that clear are homogenous and
undifferentiable. Due to certain aspects of the current RPM construct, such as “capacity performance”
(which requires year-round deliverability) and the Minimum Offer Price Rule (the MOPR, which at
present, artificially reprices capacity bids receiving a “State subsidy”), some states’ preferred portfolios
for energy and capacity have diverged significantly from the capacity that actually clears the RPM
auction. The RPM paradigm has purchased fossil fuel resources for states with strong clean energy
mandates and, under the MOPR, will continue to do so, while potentially blocking many clean energy
resources from clearing the auction. The end result is that consumers often pay twice for capacity.
Additionally, customers are increasingly looking to purchase their full requirements for energy and
capacity from clean energy resources. Large Commercial and Industrial (C&I) customers can and do
negotiate contracts for energy and Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) produced in the energy markets
This procurement also sometimes includes capacity in various forms. The commoditization of the
capacity component may help simplify these contractual arrangements and make capacity a tradable
product, while helping resolve (or at least minimize) these customers having to pay twice for capacity.
C&I customers will be able to procure capacity that aligns with their real-time energy goals.
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A Framework for the Future
A potential path forward is to split the capacity planning/resource adequacy function from the capacity
procurement function. This can be achieved by re-envisioning capacity as a commodity, and the RPM as
a pure procurement mechanism. The framework presented in this paper outlines how this could be
achieved, and how it would allow states and customers to exercise their prerogatives as to the source
of capacity, while still retaining the efficiency of a 13-state market. It involves the creation of a new
product, the Capacity Credit (CC). Modeled on the REC, a CC would be worth at least 0.1 MW of
capacity. Like RECs, the CCs would be a commodity that could then be sold as a separate product.
PJM currently tracks RECs through the Generation Attributes Tracking System (GATS). A similar system
could be set up to track CCs, the Capacity Attributes Tracking System (CATS). Each CC in CATS would be
tagged with all relevant information – resource of origination, resource type (wind, solar, gas, etc.), and
location. Load could then purchase the CCs of their choice for the year of their choice and CATS would
tag that CC as the capacity being credited to that load and then retired for that year. This includes the
C&I customers that are currently signing agreements for energy and RECs. These customers could also
agree to purchase all or part of a resource’s CCs.
In addition to direct purchases, a secondary market could grow out of this construct, similar to the
secondary market for RECs. CCs would require some different features than RECs, such as an expiration
date set at the end of the delivery year for which they are created. Additionally, each CC would be tied
geographically to its zone so market participants would be able to trade CCs on the secondary markets
knowing in which PJM zone that capacity resides. CCs could contain whatever attribute is desired in a
capacity resource as determined by the prevailing resource adequacy construct. For example, each CC
could contain a seasonal component if needed.
After all CCs are tagged through the CATS system, PJM could run a Residual Reliability Auction (RRA) to
procure any remaining capacity needed to meet reliability objectives. PJM would have all the
information needed in CATS to determine which resources’ capacity can be assigned to which loadserving entity, and how many MWs. PJM could reduce each load-serving entity’s RRA requirement by
the amount they have acquired in CCs, and run a reliability model to determine how much more is
needed (and in which zones) to maintain system reliability. The fact that CATS can show PJM the
zone/location of the CC as well as the associated load will enable this analysis to occur. The RRA could
hold true to zonal capacity requirements.
The CC system would allow PJM to continue to procure adequate levels of capacity in a competitive
manner while also awarding states and market participants more autonomy to determine which
attributes are most desirable for the capacity resources that serve their reliability needs. States could
plan their resource mixes unhindered by the centralized procurement methodology without sacrificing
reliability or the efficiency of being able to procure capacity from elsewhere in PJM. The resource
adequacy regime would determine how many CCs each resource gets, and the reliability requirement
would determine how much capacity is procured through RRA. Debates around how to measure
resource adequacy can, and will, continue into the future as state mandates change, technologies
evolve, and the resource mix transforms. Therefore, the methodology used to determine the allocation
of CCs must remain flexible, without affecting the functioning of the procurement system.
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A Role for States
Many states in the PJM region have strong and increasing clean energy mandates. Many of these
mandates are based around RECs, which is a certificate based on one megawatt-hour of energy
produced by a generator with a defined attribute (i.e., clean or renewable energy sources). Many
proposed solutions to the current conflict between state mandates and capacity markets would require
a reworking of how state Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) are set up in state law, making these
changes challenging to implement in a multi-state market like PJM. By contrast, the CC/CATS system can
fit neatly with the changing RPS goals in each state.
States that desire more control over their resource mix could include additive language to their RPS
legislation that requires LSEs to acquire CCs in addition to RECs. Under current RPS regulations, LSEs
typically need to purchase a certain percentage of their energy from clean or renewable energy
resources, and in some states from specific resources such as nuclear, offshore wind, and solar. To
operationalize the CC construct, state RPS mandates1 could be adjusted to include a CC mandate. For
example, an addition to the RPS mandates could direct LSEs to purchase 20% of their capacity
requirement as renewable energy, 20% as nuclear CCs, and 10% as offshore wind CCs. An Alternative
Compliance Payment (ACP), as currently exists for RECs, could also be created for CCs, and set at the
level the state desires or tagged to the RPM/RRA (e.g., the rolling 5 year average price in the RPM/RRA
plus an adder).

Synergies with Carbon Reduction Initiatives
This framework could be harmonized with a carbon emissions reduction goal, as a state could use CCs to
manage the carbon intensity of their generation mix along with its ability to reliably serve customers. A
state could craft a mandate for LSE’s to purchase a set percentage of CCs from carbon free resources,
either within the state or from a set area within the PJM region, such as from other states with carbon
reduction goals. This, along with the RPS energy requirements, would give each state a way to measure
the carbon emissions from the resources they are actually using. This would also minimize issues related
to leakage and might make complicated border adjustments unnecessary.

A Basic Example
This section outlines a basic example of how this system could work. Starting with a 100 MW solar plant,
PJM would utilize the existing resource adequacy methodology to calculate the number of CCs to assign
to each plant, for example, 30 CCs, each worth 1 MW. The CCs would be input into the CATS system with
all relevant attribute information, including that it is a solar CC in Zone A. The solar plant owner could
sign a purchase agreement with a C&I customer for any combination of energy, RECs, and CCs. CATS
would tag the CCs for each year of the contract as being attributed to that C&I customer. If the contract
does not include the CCs, they are still registered in CATS and can be purchased by another customer.
When PJM runs an RRA, the information to assign those CCs to that C&I customer is in CATS, and that
customer’s capacity requirement is reduced by the appropriate amount. The RRA then competitively
procures the residual need for the customer (or the applicable load-serving entity) based on the
available CCs that have not been purchased for the delivery year. If the C&I customer is not the entity
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Most RPS mandates are set by legislation and so, in most states, an additional CC mandate would also need to be
set legislatively.
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with the capacity obligation, then this could be worked out through the settlement process between
PJM to the load entity with the obligation and the C&I customer.

Principles and Concluding Thoughts
CATS is a market-based competitive framework that upholds state and customer choice, something that
has been missing in capacity market constructs to date. The overarching principles embodied in the
CATS systems are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Allow states to advance public policies within competitive regional markets;
Empower end-use customers to exercise consumer choice;
Enhance transactability by providing transparent, long-term price signals to all market
participants; and
Minimize interventionist mitigation activity to police market participant behavior (i.e. moving
beyond expansive MOPR).

While the capacity as a commodity framework could potentially work in any region, this concept paper
references PJM, as the most pressing need is in the PJM region, where the implementation of the MOPR
order is in direct opposition to state mandates regarding clean energy and carbon goals.
Consumer choice has been promoted for many years on the energy side of the coin, but almost totally
missing on the capacity side. In deregulated states, often consumers are free to choose their energy
supplier and to buy RECs but can still be faced with the requirement to pay capacity fees to resources
not of their choosing. State RPS mandates, in both deregulated and traditionally regulated states, is also
a reflection of consumer choice in that they represent the desires of the state’s constituents. But these
programs also have been directed only at energy. This framework would put customer choice squarely
in the capacity market and allow those customers, either individually or through a state mandate, to
choose their particular flavor of capacity, while enabling RTOs to meet their regulated mandate to
uphold reliability.
This paper outlines a framework for the CC/CATS concept however, implementation details would need
to be worked out on an individual RTO basis. There are multiple ways the CC/CATS framework could be
implemented, and the end result would need to make sense for each particular region, so we do not
attempt to define all of those details here.
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